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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION
1. This procedure describes the following:
a. The documentation structure
b. The scope of each documentation level outlined in the structure.

2. H+H Architects Management System is designed to satisfy the requirements of ISO 9001and is
set down in the following documentation:
a. Quality Manual
b. Quality Procedure Manual.
Supported by
c. Standard Forms
d. Work Instructions

QUALITY MANUAL
3. This is the top level document and as required by the Standard contains the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The scope of the quality system.
Any exclusions from the standard and reasons for exclusion.
A process model e.g. flowchart, outlining the significant operations covered by the QMS.
The Quality Policy of the Practice.
The organisation and responsibilities of the members of the Practice.

QUALITY PROCEDURE MANUAL
4. This is the working document that outlines the techniques, documents, parameters etc used to
implement the requirements of the quality management system. It is categorised into two
sections.
a. One related to the core business of the Practice and would basically follow the process model
in the Quality Manual
b. Another that relates to quality management requirements of the system e.g. management
reviews, training, internal audits etc.
5. These procedures take account of and are written to suit the skills and professional background of
the personnel using them.

STANDARD FORMS
6. These are used to control and record actions in particular the accountability of personnel for the
tasks assigned to them.

WORK INSTRUCTIONS
7. These supplement the quality procedures and take a variety of forms.
8. They are generally more detailed than the quality procedures and may contain standard letters to
be used, filing system instructions, reference to external industry sources etc.
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REVIEW OF THE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
9. In order to ensure that the QMS is effective and efficient top management reviews its
effectiveness at planned intervals particularly in respect of:
a. Status of actions placed at the last review meeting
b. An appraisal of any consultants or specialist that may have been engaged. This appraisal
should be made against the terms of reference when the latter have been completed
c. The comments in (b) would also apply to any contractor that may have been engaged or
recommenced by the Practice.
d. A review of client complaints which should address how corrective action was applied e.g.
timely and effectively and if any action was taken, or could be taken to reduce or eliminate
problems.
e. A review of the quality system audits that have been carried out. This should cover an
appraisal of the audits against the planned schedule and the opportunity should be taken for a
critical look at how the Quality System operates to see where improvements can be made to
the service offered to clients. Results from project quality audits are useful in this context.
f. The identification of any pending statutory requirements which members of the Practice need
to be aware of, and that may effect the business e.g. health and safety, environmental etc.
g. Any information derived from any project, identified as being of benefit to the Practice.

10. Notes of these reviews will include actions and agreed dates for completion of actions. It is the
responsibility of the quality manager to follow up these actions to ensure they are discharged
properly.
11. The reviews are run by a member of the top management of the Practice, and will include the
quality manager and senior partners, associates etc and any other personnel who have a relavent
input to the meeting.
12. It is emphasized that the quality management system is for all personnel and that top
management will demonstrate its commitment to the on-going success of the quality system.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1. The purpose of internal audits is to ensure that the quality system as specified in the quality
manual and procedures is effective, implemented, maintained and where possible improved. A
secondary purpose is to further assure that when the system is subject to either third part
certification assessment or second party client assessment it will be found adequate and
(particularly in the light of the former) that it appropriately reflects the requirements of the
Standard ISO 9001
2. This procedure requires that the quality system shall be audited as follows
1. At planned intervals (see Audit programme 1.3.1) ; taking into account any areas of
weakness within the organisation that may necessitate more frequent attention through
the audit process.
2. In so far as is practical the audits will be carried out by personnel trained/ experienced in
internal quality system auditing.
3. In so far as is practical audits will be carried out by personnel independent of the function
being audited.
4. An audit report should be generated and where necessary agreed corrective actions
specified along with completion dates and the actionee.
5. The Quality manager has the responsibility for co-ordinating the audit programme i.e.
ensuring audits are carried out as planned and to follow up corrective action, ensuring
they are implemented as agreed.

3. Audits are carried out to ensure that activities are performed to planned arrangements and to
determine the effectiveness of the management system. To this end two types of audit are
performed, one concentrating on particular projects and the second on those systems that do not
relate to particular projects (quality system management).

PROJECT AUDITS
4. These address all projects and systematically follow the project flow (e.g. RIBA Plan of Work).
These audits may not necessarily wait until a project is completed but may be carried out at key
stages e.g. on completion of detail design, prior to release for tender etc. The degree of auditing
for a project may also be determined by the project type size and value and any client
requirements. It is acceptable for aspects of project audits to be undertaken as a part of other onsteam activities and for some aspects this is in fact advantageous with up to date information and
general focus being at the team’s finger-tips. Where this does occur (i.e. building an item into a
normal team meeting for example) the aspirations for independence and other degrees of rigor
noted above must be built-in. In the case of small projects auditing is often carried out only after
practical completion. It is a project team responsibility that whatever system is chosen it must be
specified in the procedure as internal quality audits.

SYSTEM AUDITS
5. These relate more towards the organisation of the Practice than towards projects. These types of
audit would cover (such activities as):
Office system and procedures
Document control
01/06/21
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Client complaints sections 1, 4
Training
Procurement of external services
Technical library etc..

AUDIT OBJECTIVES
6. The purpose of the audit is to ensure that the procedures in this manual, work instructions and
referred documents:
are useful and effective;
are being followed;
continue to meet the requirements of ISO 9001

7. The auditor may, in the course of investigation, come across errors or inconsistencies in a project.
Although this not the prime purpose of the exercise, these will be drawn to the attention of
management.
8. For a project audit, particular attention will be paid to evidence that checks, reviews etc., have
been carried out and recorded, and that the appropriate follow up action has been taken.
9. The whole system or project will not normally be examined at one time. In project audits, features
of the current stage will be audited. Particular attention is paid to the areas of potential or
suspected weakness.
10. Deficiency certificates are issued for each occurrence. These will be identified as major or minor
by the auditor on the basis of their likely effect on the quality of the product. For a major
deficiency, a follow up audit is carried out.
11. Recommendations may be issued where the auditor considers that clarification or alteration of a
procedure, or the introduction of a new procedure, will improve the overall effectiveness of the
management system.

AUDIT PROGRAMME AND RECORD
12. Each year the Quality manager plans a series of audits to ensure that the whole system is
covered. The programme is set down on form 1.3.1. Audit Programme allowing enough flexibility
to ensure that the work is not disrupted. The programme can be updated on a rolling basis or a
new programme set up annually.
13. A cumulative record of audits carried out is maintained on form 1.3.2 Audit Record under the
following headings:
audit number
date of audit;
name of auditor;
group/person whose work is audited;
manual sections covered;
deficiency certificates issued;
agreed date for resolution of deficiency and corrective action;
date deficiency resolved.

14. Each audit is given a unique number indicating the year and the next available sequential number
(eg Audit 07/10).
01/06/21
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CHOICE OF QUALITY AUDITOR
15. Auditing may be conducted by a member of staff or an external consultant. Ideally the auditor
should not be directly responsible for the work being audited, will have been trained and have
experience of project & system audits. The Quality manager maintains list of qualified/trained
staff and external consultants with whom the practice has an arrangement. Nominate auditors are
identified on the Audit Programme 1.3.1

AUDIT CHECKLIST/ PROJECT PLAN
16. The auditor prepares a checklist for each audit. For project audits, this is tailored to the Plan of
Work stage that the project has reached. Records of subjects covered on previous audits are
consulted to ensure a wide coverage of subject.
17. Audit checklists are filed on an Audit Record file.

AUDITS
18. The audit is generally limited in duration to minimise disruption to the work (about two hours is
typical). A senior individual, or a representative of the project team, is nominated to ensure that all
documents required by the auditor can be easily made available. Adequate notice is given of the
subjects to be covered so that the appropriate staff and information are readily available.
19. Detailed notes, including file references, drawing numbers, dates, names etc., are made during
the audit and agreement reached as to the facts with the auditee at the end of audit.

DEFICIENCIES
20. For each deficiency found, a separate certificate is to be issued. A deficiency may be either a
technical deficiency (an error discovered in a document, an inconsistency, a discrepancy between
two documents etc.) or a procedural deficiency (the failure to comply with some procedure,
inadequate record keeping etc.).
21. The auditor will classify the deficiencies as follows:
A MAJOR deficiency is where for example:
there is a lack of knowledge of or a complete disregard of a procedure;
there is a lack of attention to a procedure such as to have a serious potential outcome;
there is evidence that effective corrective action has not been taken on the findings of a
previous audit;
actions or responsibilities consistently undertaken beyond the person’s stated authority
without evidence of delegation; or delegation of responsibilities beyond the capability or
resources of the person to whom they are delegated.
there is no procedure addressing a relevant part of ISO 9001 that is included within the stated
scope of the firm;

A MINOR deficiency is where for example:
a procedure has not been implemented on one occasion;
a latest issue of a procedure or document is not being used;
01/06/21
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a procedure or related document has not been properly maintained;
an error in documentation or design solution is found but does not indicate a lack of
knowledge or understanding of a procedure;
minor departures in responsibilities or duties without evidence of delegation;
files or records are not up-to-date.
A RECOMMENDATION is made where:
a procedure is clearly impracticable or ineffective.

AUDIT REPORT
22. As soon as possible, after the completion of the audit, a report is prepared by the auditor from
notes taken and agreed during the audit setting down the discussion and findings. This should
cover all work not just deficiencies.
23. The audit report is signed by the auditor and the person being audited establishing agreement as
to the facts of the audit.

DEFICIENCY CERTIFICATE
24. A deficiency certificate is to be issued for each identified deficiency on form 1.3.3 Deficiency
Certificate by the auditor. The form is divided into 4 action sections:
Section 1 defines the deficiency in detail. It is the auditor’s responsibility to define the
category into which the deficiency falls and delete the inapplicable categories. The manual
reference of the deficiency is also recorded where appropriate.
Section 2 sets out the action agreed between the person audited and the auditor to resolve
the deficiency and the date by which it is to be completed. This section is to be signed by the
person being audited or higher authority if needed to resolve the deficiency.
Section 3 records confirmation that the deficiency has been resolved and agreed action
completed. It is to be signed by the signatory to the agreed action and returned to the Quality
manager.
Section 4 is to be completed by the Quality manager when satisfied that the deficiency has
been resolved. The Quality manager may carry out a spot check or, in the case of a major
deficiency, a re-audit.

MANAGEMENT REVIEW
25. The quality manager will use the audit record as the basis of his report to the management review
(see 1.2 Management System Documentation)
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SCOPE
1. This procedure defines the practice adopted on receipt of verbal or written instruction from a client
to provide professional services. The procedures include review and amendment to the
commission.
2. The term ‘brief’ is frequently used but has two connotations. It is commonly used use to signify
the statement of requirements for a project. It also applies to the terms and extent of the
commission. Both aspects of the brief are considered.

RESPONSIBILITY
Partner/Principal
Project Architect
Architects
Administration

COMMISSION FILE AND NUMBER
3. In response to a potential client's enquiry, either written or oral, the Principal confirms the enquiry
in writing.
4. The Principal nominates an appropriate staff member to be responsible for the project. The
nominee arranges for a commission file to be opened.
5. The administrator opens the file as requested with the following information recorded:
a)
b)
c)
d)

unique project name;
a unique project number;
date of enquiry;
client's name, address and contact details.

6. The project number commences with the last two digits of the year followed by a sequential
number of 3 digits (07/012). A list of project numbers is maintained by administration.

COMMISSION REVIEW
7. Notwithstanding procedures at 19 SPECULATIVE WORK as soon as is possible and before
entering into a fully documented agreement with a client, the Principal or nominee carries out a
review to establish that:
a) The extent of the duties and scope of work are clearly defined and acceptable. The
Conditions of Appointment and terms for payment of fees are agreed with the client based on
those the client architect agreement or agreed mutually with the client;
b) The statement of requirements is adequately defined and/or there exists a means for
clarifying them as the design proceeds;
c) There are no obvious ambiguities, contradictions or inadequacies in the documentation;
d) The program for the project is acceptable;
e) The Practice has adequate resources and expertise to complete the project to program,
additional resources/expertise needed to be brought in;
f) The Practice has adequate equipment available (including computer hard/software);
g) The Practices PI insurance is adequate and manner consulted over any reserved matters (eg
collateral warrantees)
01/06/21
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h) There are no other reasons for rejecting the commission;
8. The Principal or nominee carries out an additional review if/ when significant changes are made to
the brief or other conditions in order to assess whether any changes to, or clarifications of the
brief during its development have affected the agreement.
9. The review is recorded in the Project Quality Plan and any clarifications and uncertainties
resolved with the client.

CLIENT AGREEMENT
10. Unless the client determines the form of agreement, the Principal establishes the agreement
under the following headings:
a) Terms of reference - comprising the terms set down in the client's initial enquiry or letter of
invitation, together with any relevant comments, clarifications of results of negotiation;
b) conditions of appointment - based on the Client Architect Agreemtn or agreed mutually with
the client;
c) the clients brief - having been checked for adequacy and completeness;
d) program - showing the extent and nature of the project, dates of all key activities, including
obligations of the client, and approval periods;
e) remuneration - defining clearly the terms of payment agreed by the client.

11. Where the agreement has been drawn up by the client, the Principal checks the details and
identifies conditions at variance with those recommended by the Client Architect Agreement,
taking legal/PII advice as necessary, before signing and returning the agreement to the client. A
copy of the agreement signed by all parties is kept on the commission file.
12. The Principal checks the agreement for contractual completeness and definition of duties, signs
and dispatches it to the client for signature and return.

AMENDMENTS TO THE COMMISSION
13. During the course of the work, minor amendments and clarifications the brief, particularly the
schedule of requirements, frequently occur. Minor changes and clarifications are discussed with
the client at regular meetings. The changes are recorded in the minutes of the meeting and a
copy of the minutes sent to the client.
14. Any changes agreed verbally are confirmed in writing to the client and entered into the project
quality plan.
15. Where these changes constitute an amendment to the terms of the commission by way of change
in scope, program or cost limits, the Principal agrees the changes with the client and a signed
record is held in the commission file.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
16. Significant changes are those which may affect the ability of the Practice to comply with the
client’s brief in terms specified requirements, programme, capital cost or professional fees. All
01/06/21
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such changes from the client’s original brief including those stemming from proposals by the
client, the Practice and the consultants, are agreed with the client by Principal or project architect
and signed.
17. The quality plan records the forms raised and the date submitted to the client together with the
date and reference of any confirmation.
18. All changes after completion of Plan of Work stage E, Final Proposals, are treated as significant.

SPECULATIVE WORK
19. When the Practice is invited to bid for work or undertakes speculative work it may not be possible
to satisfy all the requirements of normal commission review. Ambiguities or omissions in the
documentation are recorded and all effort made to obtain clarification.
20. Before submitting a tender, the most senior member of staff involved undertakes a commission
review, recording unresolved ambiguities and noting the potential consequences and follow
procedures at 2.1.2 Working at Risk.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
21. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
3.1
Plan of Work
3.2
Design Control;
Appointments Documents;
Client Architect Agreement CAA2009
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PROJECT DOCUMENTS
1. The documents referred to in this section are those which constitute the output of the Practice in
response to the client's brief. They are usually in the form of drawings and project specifications.
They may sometimes be reports and studies. Project documents may also be prepared and
transmitted by electronic means.

PROJECT DOCUMENT NUMBERING
2. All project documents show the unique project number allotted when the commission was
accepted (see 2.1 Commission). Individual drawings are numbered in accordance with the
recommendations in The Co-ordination of Project Information (CPI) Code: Production Information:
a code of procedure for the construction industry section 2.3).
3. All correspondence for the project shows the project number.

ISSUE OF DOCUMENTS
4. Documents are only issued after the appropriate approval has been recorded (see 2.3 Drawing
and document checking). All documents are issued with an issue sheet. It records the number of
document and its amendment mark, the number of copies and to whom issued. A copy of the
issue sheet is filed.

INCOMING PROJECT DOCUMENTS
5. All incoming project documents from members of the design team (including the client, where
appropriate) not accompanied by an issue sheet are recorded including number, revision mark
and date. Each drawing/document is date stamped on receipt.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
6. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
2.1
Commission;
2.3
Drawing and Document Checking;
3.3
Production Control;
4.1
Office Document Control;
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VERIFICATION
1. Verification generally implies checking that the product satisfies the specified requirements. In
the building design process the ‘specification’ is seldom sufficiently precise and the ‘product’ so
variable that the verification is somewhat subjective. However certain safeguards are performed
to ensure client satisfaction.
2. Verification is carried out by one of the following procedures:
a) Checking - applied to production information (drawings & specifications), it is to ensure that
there are no errors in, or inconsistencies between drawings and specifications. Applied to
documents, that they are complete and compatible with other documents and drawings.
b) Design reviews - to ensure that the project satisfies the brief, the Practice standards and
statutory requirements.
c) Verifying data - ascertaining that the source of data is reliable. With proprietary products, that
their use has been proven and that test data is checked as satisfactory.
d) Project audits - to ascertain that the appropriate procedures have been used, not necessarily
that the outcome is correct.

DESIGN REVIEW
3. This procedure is described in 3.2 Design control.

VERIFYING DATA
4. This procedure is described in 3.2 Design control.

PROJECT AUDITS
5. This procedure is described in 1.3 Internal audits.

CHECKING CONSULTANTS’ WORK
6. The technical content of consultants’ work is the responsibility of the individual consultants.
Where a consultant is listed as generally providing good service they will follow their own
checking procedures. Where the consultant is not so listed they are asked to confirm that the
technical content of their work has been adequately checked.
7. The project architect ensures that the documents received are complete and appropriate to the
requirements of the consultants brief and the project.
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DRAWING AND SCHEDULE CHECKING
8. Drawings and schedules are checked at two levels, each with a different bias:
Level a)

checking by the draftsperson before the drawing is issued that the content is
correct within itself and covers the subject specified. The completion of this
check is recorded on the drawing.

Level b)

checking that a set of drawings and/of schedules is complete, coherent and has
been checked against relevant drawings of other disciplines. The completion of
this check is recorded on the drawing/schedule. It makes references to other
drawing schedules and the specifications.

9. All drawings and schedules are to be signed as checked by the draftsperson (level a) before they
leave the office. Drawings issued before level b checks are marked ‘PRELIMINARY’.

CHECKING PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
10. Project specifications are checked by the project architect to ensure that:
a) the content is compatible with and complementary to the project drawings;
b) that all options from the reference specification have been selected;
c) appropriate grades of product have been selected.

CHECKING CALCULATIONS
11. All calculations are recorded on standard calculation sheets. Input data to the calculations is also
recorded on the calculation sheets. All sets of calculation sheets are signed by the person
performing the calculations and by the checker
12. Calculations are checked on the following basis:
a)
b)
c)
d)

that the input data is appropriate and correct;
that the arithmetic is correct;
that the answer is sensible or compatible with ‘rule of thumb’ checks;
if performed by computer, that the software is appropriate and approved

CONTROL OF REVISIONS
13. Where a revision is found to be necessary on a drawing in a specification section, in a calculation
or document during the checking process, it is clearly marked. The document is referred to the
originator for immediate amendment of the original. The revised document is not issued until it
has been rechecked.
RELATED DOCUMENTS
14. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
1.3
3.2
3.3
4.4
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
1. Consultants may be nominated and employed by the client, nominated by the Practice and
approved by the client or commissioned by the Practice. In any case, where the commission
contains the requirement for project management or incorporation of consultants work into the
Practice’s work, procedures are established to ensure that the Practice can satisfy its professional
responsibilities.

LIST OF CONSULTANTS
2. The Practice maintains a list of consultants (with whom there is a good track record of previous
working). The consultants are vetted in accordance with the procedure described below (see
APPOINTMENT OF CONSULTANT).
3. The list is reviewed each year taking into account the performance of the consultants. Where a
consultant has not been used within the preceding five years, the name is removed from the list
(alternative – this is indicated on the list).
4. Where the use of a consultant is imposed by the client, steps are taken to evaluate their
management system. Additional safeguards in reviewing the information provided by the
consultant will be defined in the quality plan.

LIST OF CONTRACTORS
5. Principal Contractors are normally appointed by the client. The Practice maintains a list of
contractors in order to be able to make recommendations to the client. They are vetted in
accordance with the procedure described below (see APPOINTMENT OF A CONTRACTOR).
6. The firms are annotated according to the size and type of contract for which they are approved.

APPOINTMENT OF A CONSULTANT
7. When a consultant is required to assist the Practice in the performance of a commission, the
client is notified. The client may make a nomination or request a nomination from the Practice. In
either case the list is consulted. A short list is drawn up from appropriate firms on the list to suit
the project. Where the client nominates a consultant, that consultant is assessed and entered on
the list.

THE CONSULTANT LIST
8. All consultants used are listed on form 2.4.1 -, held as a database on computer/network. It
records the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

01/06/21
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9. Details of the assessment and feedback reports on each consultant are filed in the consultants file
in the administrative series.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
10. The consultants are vetted by the Principal or their nominee on one or more of the following
bases which are as objective as possible:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

satisfactory completion of previous commission;
recommendation from other Practices;
inspection of ongoing projects;
independent quality assessment;
their particular field or expertise.

11. The basis of assessment is entered on the database.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
12. At the completion of each commission, the performance of each consultant is assessed as
objectively as possible and the results filed on the consultants’ file in the administration series.
The factors to be reviewed are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

quality and presentation of information provided;
co-operation with the design team;
ability to meet programme;
ability to meet cost targets;
ability to appreciate design intentions.

13. The consultant is graded from 1 to 3 according to the team’s wish to work with the consultant in
future, the highest grade is 1. This grade is noted in the database for ease of reference.

REVIEW OF LIST
14. Each year the Quality manager will review the list and transfer to a reserve list (by coding in the
appropriate database field) those which consistently receive poor reports or who have not been
used for more than five years. Before they are recommended again they will be reassessed.

APPOINTMENT OF A CONTRACTOR
15. Principal Contractors are normally appointed by the client. The Practice maintains a list of
contractors in order to be able to make recommendations to the client. They are vetted on the
following basis:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

01/06/21

satisfactory completion of previous contracts;
their ability to satisfy the requirements of the CDM Regulations:
recommendations from other Practices;
assessment/inspection of ongoing projects;
3rd party quality certification;
their particular field or expertise.
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THE CONTRACTOR LIST
16. All contractors used are listed on form 2.4.2 -, which is held as a database on computer. It
records the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

the name of the contractor;
their disciplines/services provided;
name, address, telephone no. of a contact point;
assessment method;
name of person who carried out the assessment;
date of assessment;
date contractor last used;
feedback rating

17. Details of the assessment and feedback reports on each contractor are filed for reference.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
18. The contractors are vetted by the Principal or their nominee on one or more of the following
bases:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

satisfactory completion of previous project;
performance reports;
independent quality assessment
recommendation from other Practices;
inspection of ongoing projects;

19. The results of the assessment is entered on the database.

PERFORMANCE REPORT
20. At the completion of each project, the performance of each contractor is assessed and the results
filed. The factors to be reviewed are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

achievement of quality/workmanship;
speed and adherence to programme;
efficiency and organisation
making good defects
any other relevant factors

RELATED DOCUMENTS
21. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
PM3.3 Production control;
PM3.4 Tender action.
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PROCURMENT METHODS
1

Architects are very often expected to advise on the choice of procurement method for a
client’s project. It is important that this advise be impartial from the architects own interest in
the contract and it is therefore advisable to use an authoritative source of reference as well as
experience when discussing this with the client.

2

The following table “Procurement – Identifying Priorities” has the advantage of providing
information that was compiled from thorough and independent research of the subject
including assessing the process and actual outcomes of samples of projects. It has the
disadvantage of being quite old and now no longer published (though originals will be
available from sources such as the RIBA Library). It therefore does not cover PFI and its
derivatives.

3

If more contemporary guidance is used check on its impartiality and the rigour of the research
backing the assertions made and be prepared to explain this to the client.

4

Also included for reference is a diagram to illustrate the principles of the likely effect on the
sequence of the of the Plan of Work stages of various procurement methods.
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E Price certainty

F Competition

G Management

H Accountability

I Risk avoidance
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What level of quality do you seek in the design
and workmanship
Do you need to have a firm price for the project
construction before you can commit it to
proceed?
Do you need to choose your construction team
by price competition

Can you manage separate consultancies and
contractors, or do you want just one firm to be
responsible after the briefing stage?
Do you want direct professional accountability
to you from the designers and cost
consultants?
Do you want to pay someone to take the risk of
cost and time slippage from you

4
5

•

Yes
Moderately so
No just simple
Basic competence
Good but not special
Prestige
Yes
A target plus or minus will do

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

•

Certainly for all works
contractors
Works and construction
management teams
No, other factors more
important
Can manage separate firms
Must have only one firm for
everything
Not important
Yes

14

•

15

•

No, prefer to retain control
and therefore risk
Prepared to share agreed
risks

21

Yes

23

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Consultant
Project
manager

Construction
management

D Quality level

1
2
3

Design and
manage

Management
contracting

C Complexity

Do you foresee the need to alter the project in
any way once it has begun on site, for example
to update machinery layouts?
Does your building (as distinct from what goes
in it) need to be technically advanced or highly
serviced?

Crucial
Important
Not as important as other
factors
Yes
Definitely not

Fee
construction

Develop and
construct

B Controllable
variations

How important is early completion to the
success of your project?

Competitive

A Timing

Direct

Sequential

Priority

Design & build

Accelerated

Lump sum
contracting

PROCUREMENT - IDENTIFYING PRIORITIES

Contractor
project
manager
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•

•
•
•
•

19
20

22

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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•
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Work Stage Sequences by Procurement Method
The diagrams illustrate different sequences for completion of work stages for various procurement methods, but
are not representative of time.
In arriving at an acceptable timescale the choice of that method may be as relevant as other more obvious
factors such as the amount of work to be done, the client's tendering requirements, risks associated with third
party approvals or funding etc.
FULLY DESIGNED PROJECT
Select advisors ---

A

single stage tender
B

Planning

Select / confirm consultants -

C

D

E

F1

F2
G

H

J

L2,3
K

L

FULLY DESIGNED PROJECT with design by Contractor or Specialist
Select advisors ---

A

B

Planning

Select / confirm consultants --

C

D

Pre-contract design by Specialist

E
G*

F1
H*

F2

F1

H2

Post contract design by Contractor or Specialist

F2

Competitive single stage tender

G

Two stage main contract tender

G*

G* First stage documentation

F2

H*

H*

F1

G

J

L2,3
K

L

H2

H* First stage tender may include Contractor's Proposals H2 Second stage tender

DESIGN AND BUILD PROJECT single stage tender
Select Advisors ---

A

B

Select / confirm consultants ---

Planning
C

Design review

D

Employer's Requirements

L2,3
G

Contractor's Proposals

H

J

K

E

F

L

Note: Final design activity by Client may be at stage C D E or possibly F. These stages not repeated by contractor
DESIGN AND BUILD PROJECT two stage tender (all design by contractor)
Appoint consultants -

A

B

Employer's Requirements

design review
G

Contractor's Proposals

H1

L2,3

H2

C

J/K

D/E

L

F

Planning
PARTNERING CONTRACT
Appoint consultants -

A

B

Appoint partnering team -

Output specification by client
Planning
H

C

D

E

Select Specialists ----

H

E

F1

F2

F1

Agree Guaranteed Maximum Price -----

F2
G/H

J/K

L2,3
L

Design and construction sequences may be as shown for Management Contract/ Construction Management
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MANAGEMENT CONTRACT / CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Select Advisors

A

B

Planning

Select/confirm consultants

C

D

Select MC or CM

G

H

L2,3
J

Shell and core packages

E

Fit out packages

F1

G

E

H
F1

K

F2
G

L
J

H

K

F2

MC Management Contractor CM Construction Manager
Specialist Contractors should be appointed by the Management Contractor or the Construction Manager as appropriate
in time for the delivery of any pre-construction design services as required by the overall programme.
Each package will require Building Control approval before its construction commences
PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS and PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE
PPP/PFI stages
Preparation
1.1 Inception
1.2 Pre-qualification
1.3 Output Specification
OGC model

Tenders/Negotiations
2.1 1st bids
2.2 2nd bids
2.3 Preferred Bidder to Financial Close

Gateways

0

1

Construction
3.1 Contract Award
3.2 Construction

2

3
Negotiations / Brief review

Select Client Design Advisors

Use
4 After hand-over
5 Commissioning / operations
6 Evaluation
4
Compliance audit

1.1-3

2.1

2.2

2.3

3

1.2

2.1

2.2

2.3

3

5

5
4

6

5
Provider's outputs
Provider's design Team

C

D+E

F1

4

6

F2 -K

L

L2,3

Compliance audit

5

Planning
SMART PFI Variants
Select Client Design Advisors

1.3

1.3 review

Select /develop a design model

Negotiations/Brief review
Planning

4

6

5
Provider's outputs

1.2

Provider's Design Team

2.1/2
(D+) E

2.3
F1

3
F2 -K

4

6

L

L2,3

RIBA stages
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PLAN OF WORK
1. Normally projects follow the RIBA plan of work. The stages are as follows:
Stages
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Plan of Work Headings
Inception
Feasibility
Outline proposals
Scheme design
Detail design
Production information
Bills of quantities
Tender action
Project planning
Operations on site
Completion
Feedback

2. Where non-standard contracting methods are used, the order of events may be varied. Some
commissions may be for limited services or for services outside the published PoW. These are
identified in the quality plan.

QUALITY PLANS
3. As soon as the commission is confirmed (see 2.1 Commissions), the Project Architect draws up a
quality plan (some Practices prefer to call it project plan) based on the plan of work. The quality
plan defines the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

the quality objectives to be attained (e.g. aesthetic, cost limits, deadlines);
program for the design and production;
allocation of responsibilities and authority during the different phases of the project;
the specific procedures and work instructions to be applied;
checking and audit programs at appropriate stages (e.g. plan of work stages);
procedures for reviewing the quality plan as the project proceeds;
a method for measuring the achievement of the quality objectives;
other actions necessary to meet objectives.

4. Since the Practice produces designs as a regular course of work, there are standard procedures
in place, such as plan of work, design reviews, brief change control and feedback. These are
only referenced and programmed in the quality plan. If the work is of a non-standard type and
standard procedures do not apply, the procedures to be followed are defined in the quality plan.
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QUALITY PLAN FORMAT
5. Form 3.1.1. provides a format for recording and referencing quality plan details. The boxes
provided are only to be completed to identify the requirements of the project and record that they
have been satisfied. It may not be necessary to fill in all the spaces provided. The location of
important documents is recorded.
6. For small projects or those of short duration, the critical information may be recorded on the short
form or on attached sheets, rather than referencing other locations.
USE OF THE SHORT FORM QUALITY PLAN SFQP
This short form has two principal uses:
9. Where the characteristics of the commission, particularly its very limited size and scope suggest
that a full QP would be unnecessary and where other office procedures are reasonably expected
to be set aside, modified or otherwise compromised.
10. Another use of the short form is for projects with an ill-defined start or for services outside the
normal scope of the documented procedures of the quality system (whilst being within the scope
of competence and PII cover of the practice). See also notes on ‘working at risk’ under the
general heading and link enquiry.

PROJECT DETAILS
10 As soon as a commission has been confirmed, a project architect is nominated by the Principal.
The first task of the project architect is to initiate the quality plan by recording significant data
available.
11 The briefing documents are listed and their location identified (file no. **). With the commission
letter and agreement, schedule of requirements, site data and surveys, special requirements.

DESIGN TEAM
12 The members of the design team, including consultants are identified. The name, address and
contact numbers of the nominated representative are recorded. There is space for updates as the
project proceeds.
13 Any special duties beyond their nominal professional responsibilities are recorded, (e.g. project
management, planning supervisor). Record special responsibilities at different phases of the
project.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
14 The project architect, together with the Principal formulates and records the project objectives,
including:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

the cost targets;
dead-lines;
quality of building (long/short life high/low cost);
standards of fixtures and finishes;
environmental and aesthetic objectives.

15 The deadline dates apply both to the client approval to commence the next stage as well as project
stage completions. Record only those dates critical to the project brief.
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SPECIAL FEATURES
16 Identify any special features of the project, for example:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

sensitivity of development;
special contract provisions;
site conditions or restrictions;
planning limitations or restrictions;
project or building phasing.

PROGRAMME AND PROGRESS
17 Determine the method of programming and monitoring progress. Give references to location of
programme and monitoring charts.
18 Programmes shall include the following as appropriate:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

plan of work stages;
client approvals;
local authority approvals;
utility approvals;
project design reviews;
document checking;
project quality audits;
project evaluation.

19 Identify brief change control form number when revising programme. Intermediate programme
stages and resource allocations may be revised by the project architect to achieve project targets.
20 Identify and record resources against programme stages.

REVIEW OF PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
21 The project quality plan is a working document on the project is subject to constant review.
However it is specifically reviewed formally at the commencement of the following plan of work
stages:
C. Outline proposals;
E. Final Proposals
I. Mobilisation.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
22 Reference should also be made to the following documents:
1.2 The Management System;
3.2 Design Control;
3.3 Production Control;
3.4 Tender Action;
3.5 Post Tender Action;
3.6 Feedback;
RIBA Architect’s Job Book
RIBA Plan of Work
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Outline Plan of Work
A Appraisal

Identification of client’s needs and objectives, business case and possible
constraints on development.
Preparation of feasibility studies and assessment of options to enable the client to
decide whether to proceed.

B Developed
Brief

Development of initial statement of requirements into the Developed Brief by or
on behalf of the client confirming key requirements and constraints. Identification
of procurement method, procedures, organisational structure and range of
consultants and others to be engaged for the project

C Concept

Implementation of Developed Brief and preparation of additional data.
Preparation of concept design including outline proposals for structural and
building services systems, outline specifications and preliminary cost plan.
Review of procurement route

D Design
Development

Development of concept design to include structural and building services
systems, updated outline specifications and cost plan.
Completion of final Brief.
Application for detailed planning permission

E Technical
Design

Preparation of technical design(s) and specifications, sufficient to co-ordinate
components and elements of the project and information for statutory standards.

F Production
Information

F1

Preparation of detailed information for construction.
Application for statutory approvals.

F2

Preparation of further information for construction required under the building
contract. Review of information provided by specialists

G Tender
Documentation

Preparation and/or collation of tender documentation in sufficient detail to enable
a tender or tenders to be obtained for the project.

H Tender Action

Identification and evaluation of potential contractors and/or specialists for the
project.
Obtaining and appraising tenders; submission of recommendations to the client.

J Mobilisation

Letting the building contract, appointing the contractor.
Issuing of information to the contractor.
Arranging site hand over to the contractor.

K Construction to
Practical
Completion

Administration of the building contract to Practical Completion
Provision to the contractor of further Information as and when reasonably
required.
Review of information provided by contractors and specialists

L Post Practical
Completion

L1
L2

Administration of the building contract after Practical Completion and
making final inspections.
Assisting building user during initial occupation period

L3

Review of project performance in use

The activities in italics may be moved to suit project requirements, ie:
D
Application for detailed planning approval;
F1
Application for statutory approvals; and F2 Further information for construction.
G+H Invitation and appraisal of tenders
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THE DESIGN TEAM
1. The consultants appointed to the project are fully integrated members of the design team whether
appointed by the client or commissioned by the Practice. The project architect convenes a project
team meeting as soon as practical after the commencement of the project.
2. This initial meeting establishes:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

design philosophy;
responsibilities;
input to the quality plan;
nomination of team members;
methods of communication and exchange of documents;
program for the input of each member;
project cost limits.

DESIGN INPUT
3. Design input includes the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
4.

functional requirements in the client's brief;
statutory requirements;
standards;
technical data;
design assumptions;
site information;
environmental data.

Design input that is specific to the project is recorded in the quality plan. The source of this
information is reviewed and assessed to ensure that it adequate for the purpose.

VERIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DATA
4. All design methods and sources of design data are evaluated by one or more of the following
processes:
a) usage - regular and satisfactory use; regular reviews are carried out so that new design
methods can be accommodated;
b) status of source - for example a profession institution, recognised research body, technical
publications; this is used when incorporating new materials, construction methods or data and
is backed up with evidence of testing or the derivation of data;
c) testing - this may be necessary when a design method or detail is applied in an unfamiliar
situation or where there is a high risk associated with the design.
5. Validation methods and results are recorded in the quality plan.

STATUTORY AUTHORITIES AND UTILITIES
6. The project architect consults statutory authorities and utilities, if required in the brief, applies for
the relevant approvals. Signed drawings and approvals are maintained as quality records and are
referenced in or filed with the quality plan. Negotiations and approval periods are included in the
detailed project programme (see 3.3 Production control).
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CALCULATIONS
7. Calculations are recorded on standard calculation sheets. They may be performed and recorded
on computer. Each sheet contains the project number and sequential page numbering (see also
2.2 Project document control).
8. The lead sheet gives the subject and brief description of the purpose of the calculation and
records the input data and its source. Diagrams and sketches are drawn on the sheets where
possible or attached where not.
9. Calculation sheets and printout are checked in accordance with the checking strategy described
in 2.3 Drawing and document checking.

DESIGN REVIEWS
10. Design reviews identify and anticipate problem areas and inadequacies, initiate corrective action
to ensure that the final design meets the client and statutory requirements. The reviews are
programmed in the quality plan and normally occur towards the end of plan of work stages D and
E. The review is to be programmed to allow alterations to be made in response to the review
within the project programme. Participants at each design review include all functions concerned
with the design stage being reviewed.
11. The design reviews establish that the design:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
j)

satisfies the requirements of the brief;
takes account of feedback from previous similar projects;
satisfies regulatory requirements, specified standards and Practice standards;
drawings and calculations have been checked;
has been based on the latest consultants information;
has been submitted for and received approval where required in the quality plan;
takes into account all special requirements identified in the quality plan;
is reasonable, buildable and maintainable;
takes account of the findings of the previous review;

12. The design reviews are held by the Principal and organised by the project architect and the
results recorded.

BRIEF CHANGE CONTROL
13. During the development of the design, the brief may be clarified or changed either by the design
team or the client. Most will be minor developments but some may have a major influence on
cost and program.
14. All changes and clarifications are recorded and approval sought
15. Any changes confirmed verbally are to be confirmed in writing to the client.
16. Significant changes are those which may affect the ability of the Practice to comply with the
client’s brief in terms specified requirements, programme, capital cost or professional fees. All
such changes from the client’s original brief including those stemming from proposals by the
client, the Practice and the consultants, are be detailed in the project quality plan, agreed with the
client and confirmed in writing by the Principal or project architect.
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17. The quality plan records the forms raised and the date submitted to the client together with the
date and reference of any confirmation.

COMMISSION REVIEW
18. The changes, both from the development of the brief and those considered significant, are to be
considered at the commission reviews.
19. All changes after plan of work stage E, Final proposals, should be treated as significant.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
20. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
2.2 Project Document Control;
2.3 Drawing and Document Checking;
3.3 Production Control; (not included – see CPIC document ‘Production information – a code of
procedure for the construction industry)
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PROGRAMME AND PROGRESS
1. At the commencement of each project a program is produced covering all plan of work stages in
the commission. Deadline dates are recorded in the quality plan. Detailed programs are
produced covering each plan of work stage including resource allocations.
2. For plan of work P P stages F, G, H production information through to tender action, a detailed
program is produced listing all drawing and documents planned. Progress is ascertained by the
project architect against this projection. Any deviation from planned progress is treated as a
deficiency - see 1.3 Internal audits.
3. Generally, detailed programs are produced at the commencement of the relevant stage and
include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
j)

brief dead-lines;
start and finish dates for each plan of work stage;
client approval periods;
local authority approvals;
utility approvals;
project design review dates;
document checking dates;
project quality audit dates;
project evaluation dates.

DRAWING PRODUCTION
4. Drawings are generally produced in accordance with BS1192 Drawing practice and CPIC
“Production Information; a code or procedure for the construction industry”.
5. Printed drawings are produced on standard sheets of AO to A4 size. Each bears the following
information in the title block:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the firms name and address;
the project and drawing number;
the revision identifier, if revised;
the name of the draftsperson and date and name of the checker.

6. Where drawings have been revised after the first issue, precise details of the amendment,
revision letter, person making the amendment and the date are recorded on the drawing.
7. Numbering, issue and filing of drawings is described in 2.2 Project document control. Checking of
drawings is described in 2.3 Drawing and document checking.

STANDARD DRAWINGS
8. Standard drawings for tried and tested details are to be used directly, or used to set principles for
project specific situations, where appropriate. A list of drawings is maintained in the technical
library and Sarah Thorne is responsible for their maintenance and review based on project
feedback.
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD)
9. Application of the CPIC “Production Information; a code or procedure for the construction
industry” particularly applies to drawings produced by computer aided design (CAD). For
bespoke system based applications refer to system documentation.
PROJECT SPECIFICATION
10. The project specification is compiled wherever coverage permits from the online Natspec system.
A reference copy of Natspec is held by the Principal.
11. When Natspec is not used (e.g. when the type of work is not covered by Natspec) bespoke
sections are prepared from validated technical sources in the style of the Natspec
12. Where the specification has been revised after the first issue, precise details of the amendment,
revision letter, person making the amendment and the date are recorded.

PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS
13. Where proprietary products are to be incorporated in to the works that are untried or unfamiliar to
the Practice, the project architect evaluates the product and records the results.
14. A proprietary product is evaluated on the following basis:
a) previous satisfactory use taking into account feedback;
b) satisfactory test reports by independent test bodies, eg CSIRO, BRANZ etc
c) inspection of the installed product and consultation with the user or architect.
15. Products that are found to perform unsatisfactorily or do not meet the client’s or Practice’s
expectation, will be reviewed during project evaluation (see 3.6 Feedback). If necessary results
will be brought to the attention of staff.

CHECKING AND APPROVAL
16. Checking and approval for issue of all drawings and documents both during the process and at its
completion are carried out in accordance with 2.3 Drawing and document checking.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
17. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
2.2 Project Document Control;
2.3 Drawing and Document Checking;
2.4 Selection of Consultants and Contractors;
4.1 Office Document Control;
Natspec
Reference Specification.
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TENDER INVITATION
1. If requested by the client, the project architect is responsible for preparing a list of prospective
tenderers from the list of approved contractors taking into consideration feedback from previous
projects (see 3.6 Feedback). The list is submitted to the client for approval.
2. Each contractor is contacted by telephone, letter or email to confirm his willingness to tender.
The project architect is responsible for collating tender documents, including those required under
the CDM Regulations, and sending them to the selected tenderers.

RECEIPT OF TENDERS
3. Some clients have their own tender procedures – adopt them where appropriate. Possible
procedures for use in the absence of client or reference to other published procedures are the
procedures in AS4120 Code of tendering
4. When tenders are returned they are held until the final date for their return in a secure location.
They are opened by the principal (in the presence of the client if requested).
5. The project architect checks the tenders to ensure that there are no errors, conditions or other
qualifications. Should any be found they are referred back to the contractor for correction or
withdrawal.
6. The project architect schedules the tenders in reverse order of price and records relevant
comments on each. He passes them to the Principal for onward submission to the client with a
recommendation to accept.
7. Once the client has approved the successful tenderer and instructions to proceed have been
received, the project architect prepares two sets of tender documents for signature. A meeting is
arranged with the contractor and the client for signing.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
8. The clients signed copy of the tender documents is stored in a safe location.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
9. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
2.4 Selection of Consultants and Contractors;
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CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
1. The project architect is responsible for delivering all construction information to the contractor.
This information includes all contract documents and additional information available to tenderers.
Drawings and other documents are issued under the cover of an Architect’s Instruction.
2. All additional information to be provided by the Practice for the completion the contract is
scheduled and the program agreed with the contractor.
3. Review of design work to be provided by the contractor is to be scheduled and the program
agreed with the contractor. NB Some standard contracts prescribe conditions with regard to
information provision. They supersede the above when appropriate.

INSPECTION OF THE WORKS
4. Where the Practice is commissioned to inspect the progress and quality of the work on behalf of
the client, the project architect makes a formal record of the visit noting the following:

a) the quality of completed work
b) the progress of the work in relation to the contractors program including the starts and
completions of sections of the work;
c) queries from the contractor and answers given;
d) the weather conditions where it may affect the progress;
e) resolution of nonconformities which are to be confirmed in writing;
f) any other factors which may affect the progress or quality of the work.

ISSUE OF ARCHITECTS INSTRUCTIONS
5. Architects’ Instructions are issued on the standard contract forms and distributed as directed by
the project architect. Those classified as b) below are copied to the quality manager for review
and preventive action.
6. Each instruction is to be classified as follows:
a) issue of additional information to program;
b) issue of additional information in clarification of, or in addition to existing information;
c) resolution of contractors nonconformity, i.e. acceptance of alternative solutions or materials,
extensions of time for weather.
7. All architects’ Instructions that have a financial implication are priced prior to issue or waiver
obtained by client for pricing information to follow .

INTERIM AND FINAL VALUATIONS
8. Interim and final certificates are issued on standard RIBA form where the Practice is
commissioned for this task.
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PRACTICAL COMPLETION
9. On completion of the work the project architect, together with the clerk of works and other
consultants, inspects the works to ascertain in so far as is possible by visual inspection that it
complies with the contract requirements.
10. The project architect obtains from consultants confirmation that the work for which they are
responsible is also complete, tested where appropriate, and acceptable. Test certificates are
sought where appropriate.
11. Prior to practical completion, the Principal writes to the client informing of the implications, (i.e.
start of the defects liability period, insurances etc. see standard letter). The project architect
makes arrangements for delivering building control approval certificate, planning permission etc. if
these are not in the Health and Safety File.
12. When the Principal is satisfied that the work is complete the client is invited to accept the building.
The Principal will then sign the Certificate of Practical Completion.
13. As part of the Practice’s Feedback Procedure the Principal should note the client’s reactions and
comments on the project, in particular the client’s perception of the Practice’s performance
(delivery of the client’s needs, compliance with programme, etc). Similarly the Principal should
complete a Contractor’s Performance Report and Consultant’s Performance Report (if
appropriate) and place them on file.

DEFECTS LIABILITY PERIOD
14. Towards the end of the defects liability period the project architect writes to the client and
contractor informing him of the need to inspect the work before the period expires. The project
architect liaises with the other consultants and arranges a suitable date for the inspection. The
project architect collates the information from consultants with his own and submits a schedule of
defects to the principal contractor for action.
15. As part of the Practice’s Feedback Procedure the Principal should note the client’s reactions and
comments on the project, in particular the clients reaction to the building design.
16. On notification from the principal contractor that all defects have been rectified a final inspection
will be undertaken. If all defects have been rectified satisfactorily, the Certificate of Completion of
Making Good Defects is signed and issued by the Principal.
17. When the final account is agreed, the Principal signs the final certificate and issues it to the
principal contractor, with copies to the client and consultants.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
18. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
Check-list for Health and Safety File (example not included).
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FEEDBACK
1. It is important that the Practice obtain as much feedback as possible in order that the Practice can
assess:
a) the performance of the Practice’s design team and other consultants (appointed by the
Practice),
b) the client’s perception of the Practice and reactions to the completed project.
This should assist the Practice to improve performance and the standard service provided.

ARCHITECTS INSTRUCTIONS
2. The reasons for the issue of Architects Instructions are examined at the completion of the project
by the project architect. A summary of the review is forwarded to the Quality manager for
inclusion in his annual report to management.

PROJECT EVALUATION
3. As soon as possible, after the completion of the project on site, a meeting is held to appraise the
following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

the performance of the design team;
the working arrangements between the design team and the client;
the working arrangement between the design team and the contractor;
the contractor’s performance;
the design solution with particular reference to the client’s comments (Note; it may not be
possible to obtain a constructive reaction until the end of the defects liability period, see 3.5);
f) the clients perception of the Practice and the service provided;
g) reasons for variations, AI’s, revisions to the drawings and design
h) the quality system;
j) other relevant matters.
4. The meeting is chaired by the Principal, with the project architect and other staff attending as
appropriate. Minutes are taken and distributed to those required to take action. The minutes are
filed in the feedback file held by the Quality manager. Larger projects are generally reviewed
individually whereas several smaller projects may be reviewed together.
5. The performance of the consultants and contractor is recorded in the consultants and contractors
files respectively (see 2.4 Selection of consultants and contractors).
6. It is emphasised that the meeting should not concentrate on negative aspects of the project but
also identifies the successes.

CLIENT AND USER COMMENTS
7. Observations and comments from the client and users (and general public where appropriate) are
reviewed by the project architect and a summary sent to the Quality manager at the end of the
defects liability period.
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CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS
8. Should any specific complaint be made by the user or client on the performance of the design
team, or on the performance of the building, materials or products, they are recorded in the
customer complaints file held by the Quality manager. Where ameliorative action is warranted, it
is the responsibility of the Quality manager to ensure that it is taken and that senior management
is in contact with the client on the matter.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
9. Reference should also be made to the following documents:
2.4 Selection of Consultants and Contractors;
3.5 Post Contract Services.
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SCOPE
1. This procedure outlines the system used for the identification, issue, approval and revision of all
internally generated drawings.

RESPONSIBILITY
Partners
Project Architects
Architects
Technicians

PROCEDURE
Drawing Identification
2. Each drawing is allocated a unique number. The drawing number is structured as follows. Refer
to H+H Architects standard drawing number system.

Drawing Issue
3. All drawings are subject to an approval procedure prior to release.
or
a waiver is expressly obtained for release prior to and pending subsequent approval. Reasons for
the need of a waiver must be stated.
4. The Drawing Issue Register is updated at every issue and it is the responsibility of the project
architect to ensure that the Drawing Issue Register is at all times up to date. The Drawing Issue
Register shall be held in the file.
5. Master copies of the latest drawings are located digital files held on server.

Approval
6. All drawings are endorsed (initialed) by the person having generated the drawing indicating that
the drawing is correct to all the latest information and is suitable for release (NB Clarity is main
issue in order to track the process when needed – this is not a ‘signature’ ).

Revision Status
7. All drawings shall quote the latest revision status and the reason for changes shall be recorded on
the drawing.

Superseded Drawings
8. All superseded drawings must be destroyed or identified as superseded, dated and signed.
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Incoming Document Control
9. All documentation received shall be date stamped with date of receipt by Administration and
passed to the Partners for appraisal, action etc.
10. All documentation shall be issued, after review by the Partners, for action as appropriate.
11. All Fax and E-mail shall be distributed by the Administration to the appropriate person.
12. All incoming documentation relating to a project shall be appraised by the person responsible for
the project and shall ensure that:
The information provided is complete;
Ascertain the effect of amendments on any work already undertaken by the Practice and identify
necessary changes to documents already issued by the Practice;
In the case of sub-consultants work the appraisal shall include verification of the adequacy of
work produced against terms of engagement.

13. Where any information is ambiguous, or missing the sender shall be contacted to clarify or supply
further information and this shall be confirmed by letter or recorded on a file note.

FORMS
Drawing Issue Register
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SCOPE
1. This procedure does not refer to drafting tools/ aids. The Practice only uses basic measuring
equipment, which is generally used only as an indicator and not for precise measurements for
construction purposes.

RESPONSIBILITY
Directors
Project Architects
Architects
Drafting Staff
Quality manager

PROCEDURE
2. All tapes, folding rods, etc. shall, before use, be examined to ensure they are not damaged and
are legible.
3. Tapes and rods that are damaged or illegible are thrown away and replaced.
4. Any other equipment e.g. Level, Laser measuring device, etc., shall be logged on the Measuring
Equipment Log and each piece of equipment identified.
5. Checks and service routines are carried out on such equipment as directed by the manufacturer.
6. Records of these checks and the frequency of the checks are recorded on the Measuring
Equipment Log.

FORMS
Form 4.2.1 Measuring Equipment Log
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SCOPE
1. This procedure outlines the system used by the Practice to ensure that no damage, misuse, or
deterioration occurs during the preparation off documentation or service offered to a client.

RESPONSIBILITY
Directors
Project Architect
Architects
Drafting Staff
Administration

PROCEDURE
2. All correspondence (project related), drawings, specifications, reports, photograph, models,
samples etc shall at all times be identified by the project number and/or the client’s name.
3. Most handling within the Practice relates to documentation and therefore only minimal office
handling techniques are applicable.
4. All project related parts, drawings etc are stored in suitable cabinets to ensure no damage or
deterioration.
5. All documentation is delivered through the normal mail channels or by a recognised carrier.
6. In preparation for dispatch all documentation shall be carefully and securely packaged to ensure
no damage in transit.
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SCOPE
1. This procedure outlines the system used by the Practice for the indexing, filing, retention and
disposal of project related information and that relating to the management of the quality system.

RESPONSIBILITY
Directors
Architects
Drafting Staff
Administration

PROCEDURE
2. Material related to projects that are complete, i.e. beyond final certificate, are stored so as to
ensure safe preservation.
Hard copy of project documentation if under “seal” is retained for a minimum of 12 years
before disposition.
Hard copy of project documentation if under “hand” is retained for minimum of 6 years before
disposition.

3. The documentation relating solely to the quality system consists of:
Preferred Consultants List
Consultants Performance Assessment Report
Measurement Equipment Log
Internal Audit Reports
Minutes of Management Review Meetings

The above shall be retained by the Quality manager.

4. Where documentation relating to the Quality System is complete this shall be retained for a period
of three years.
5. Personnel documentation e.g. training records etc shall be retained by the Partners during the
duration of the individuals employment with the Practice.
6. Personnel records shall be retained for a period of five years after an individual has ceased
employment with the Practice.
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SCOPE
1. The procedure outlines how the Practice identifies and considers the training needs of all
employees and assesses the effectiveness of any training given.

RESPONSIBILITY
Driectors
Architects
Quality manager

PROCEDURE
Competency
2. The Practice employs experienced and/or qualified staff related to the requirements of the
Practice.
3. The Partners shall identify the understanding and skill required for any vacancy that occurs.

Awareness
4. All employees shall undergo an induction training programme within the first week of employment.
The agenda for this is on the Practice’s Induction Checklist.

Training
5. Training needs are identified at Management Review Meetings. Individual architects are
responsible for ensuring that their CPD records are at all times up to date. The Partners will
maintain records of all other relevant training carried out.
6. A review of the effectiveness of any training carried out forms part of the agenda of the
Management Review Meeting and shall be recorded on a Training Evaluation Record.

FORMS
Form 4.5.1 – Induction Check List
Form 4.5.2 - Training Records
Form 4.5.3 – Training Evaluation Record
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forms

1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3

Audit Programme
Audit Record
Deficiency Certificate

2.1.1
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4

Commission Review Record
List of Approved Consultants
List of Approved Contractors
Consultant Assessment Record
Contractor Assessment Record

3.1.1
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.6.1
3.6.3

Quality Plan
Design Review Report
Checklists
Client Feedback Survey
Design Team Feedback

4.2.1
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3

Measuring Equipment Log
Employee’s Induction Checklist
Training Evaluation Record
Employee Training Record

FORM
1.3.1 AUDIT PROGRAMME

Audit Programme
AUDIT PROGRAMME (insert initials of auditor1 and date for audit in matrix)
Group and/or Procedures to be
Audited

1

Jan.

Feb.

Quality manager maintains a list of trained auditors and of consultants

Mar.

Apr

May

Year ………
June July

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Year ……….
Jan. Feb. Mar.

FORM
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Audit Record
AUDIT RECORD
Audit No

Audit Date

Auditor

Group/Persons Audited

Manual Sections
covered

Deficiency Certificates Resolution Date
Reference

Target

Achieved

FORM
1.3.3 DEFICIENCY CERTIFICATE

DEFICIENCY CERTIFICATE FORM
PERSON/PROJECT AUDITED

Audit No.
Deficiency No.
Date

DEFICIENCY: Category: MAJOR / MINOR / RECOMMENDATION

Name of Auditor ………………………

Name of Auditee ……………………………..

Signed Auditor ………………………...

Signed Auditee ……………………………….

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Date for Completion ……………………
Signed Auditor ………………………….

Date …………………………………………….

Signed Auditee ………………………….

Date …………………………………………….

VERIFICATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION

Signed Auditor …………………………. Date …………………………………………….

CONFIRMATION BY QUALITY MANAGER

Signed ………………………….

Date …………………………………………….

FORM
1.3.4 AUDIT REPORT

AUDIT REPORT
Auditor ………………………………….

Date ……………….….

Signed …………………………………..

Audit Ref. ……….…..

No of deficiencies identified:

Major ….

Persons/project audited

Procedures/ISO 9001 clauses audited

Report

Minor ….

Recommendation .…

FORM
2.1.1 COMMISSON REVIEW

COMMISSION REVIEW RECORD
Client’s Name

Tel No:

Address

Project Name

Review

Comments

Has the initial extent of the duties and scope
of work been defined?
What is the
approximate value of the project?
Is the statement of requirements adequate
and has the means of clarification as the
project proceeds been defined?
Is there any speculative work required?

Has an acceptable programme for the
project been agreed?
Can sufficient resources be allocated,
including those of external services?

Are any external consultants skills required?

Is the Practice PI Insurance sufficient?
What key issues may affect the client’s
ability to pursue the project?
Are there any reasons for rejecting the
commission: if so what?
Has the client been made aware of his
obligations in relation to CDM Regulations?
Additional Comments

Review undertaken by:
Signature:

Date:

FORM
2.1.2 WORKING AT RISK

OPTIMISM?
`Working for nothing’, constantly the subject of comment and discussion, often arises when the
optimistic meets the unscrupulous.
The law does not generally support claims for payment for doing work in the expectation of obtaining
a contract. By definition bidding for work is speculative and the associated costs are not normally
recoverable unless this is a prescribed term of the bidding process. Nevertheless an architect
providing preliminary services at the request of a client, whether building owner, developer or
contractor, might in certain circumstances make a successful claim on a quantum meruit basis. In the
absence of a contract, a claim would be based on the principle that the law will require the client to
make restitution if the client has not paid for the architect’s work, which helped to achieve the client’s
objectives and/or an anticipated subsequent contract was not awarded to the architect. Also, it
certainly helps if the architect has positively indicated that payment is expected.
The client’s objective for requesting the services might be to obtain, for instance:
•
planning permission; or
•
approval in principle by a funder; or
•
acceptance of a design and build tender; or
•
achievement of ‘preferred bidder’ status in PFI/PPP type projects. [Note in public sector work
the subsequent appointment of the architect might be subject to EU requirements for
competition].
For a claim to succeed it would be necessary to demonstrate that the architect’s contribution was:
•
requested by the client and given on the mutual understanding that a contract would follow;
and
•
made efficiently and effectively.
•
of benefit to the client.
FACTS OF LIFE
However given that speculative or conditional offers are a fact of commercial life, architects must
decide on their practice strategy, and in each case make a commercial judgement about the risks
involved. It is implicit in a speculative offer that the architect is in effect saying: “I will wager
achievement of your objective against some [or all] of my preliminary fee”. It is important therefore to
record the terms on which the offer is made.
Within the RIBA Code is a requirement that an architect must define the terms of engagement in
writing before services are provided and not to provide services unless invited to do so. The
profession feels that these requirements are necessary to uphold professional standards and safe
practice. If, contrary to the Code, the architect just does whatever is required and hopes for the best
perhaps in the belief that the client will be “bound to like it”, the risk to the architect’s reward will be at
its highest.
An offer (see indicative specimen letter) will provide the basis for a contract and should therefore:
•
be as carefully considered as any other bid;
•
be addressed to the putative client, state what the offer comprises, the conditions that would
apply on acceptance of the offer and to any subsequent appointment, and the liability for fees
arising;
•
attempt to prevent exploitation of the architect by the client, particularly in respect of
copyright.
Whilst a contract requires ‘offer and acceptance’ to be complete it may be reasonable to assume that
a contract has come into force if, after receipt of an offer, the client’s actions imply acceptance. If no
response is received it will be another matter for the architect’s commercial judgement on whether to

FORM
2.1.2 WORKING AT RISK
proceed with the services. If the response is: “Please get on with the services and we can negotiate”
the effect may be to confuse the architect’s position particularly over the terms of any future contract.

FORM
2.1.2 WORKING AT RISK

Indicative specimen letter - version for a private client
Italicised entries are project specific hypothetical example texts
Text in square brackets [….] (whether or not italicised) are generally alternatives for selection.
Dear M
New Project
We write to confirm that you have asked us to prepare preliminary designs for a new building and to confirm the terms of
our appointment.
For your protection and to ensure clarity, ethical and professional codes that apply to architects prevent us from
undertaking work without a written agreement as to the service offered and the fees to be charged. This letter
provides a basis to comply with these requirements to cover the period until a more formal and explicit contract, as
referred-to below, can be executed.
You have provided an outline of your requirements and asked us to
1
carry out feasibility studies for the project in particular to identify solutions (a) suitable for a development adjoining the
conservation area and (b) which will minimise energy usage; and subsequently
2
to develop the preferred solution sufficient for the purposes of a full planning application.
For the above services to be provided effectively, you have agreed we shall act as lead designer and you will obtain structural
and building services designs and cost advice to assist us. We understand that a measured survey of the site, the existing services and the
ground conditions [is available] [will be made available]
Performance of our services will be carried out [on a time charge basis] [for a lump sum fee of $…. ]. If other preliminary
services are required these will be charged additionally on a time basis. Time based services are charged at the
following rates:
Principal
$ … per hour
Senior Architect
$ … per hour
These preliminary charges include for out of pocket expenses but exclude special presentation material and any
disbursements made on your behalf. An invoice will be submitted on completion of our preliminary services.
GST[is] [is not] chargeable on the net value of our fees and expenses.
We will perform the preliminary services in accordance with the standard Client Architect Agreement a copy of
which is enclosed, subject to the following:
·
fees shall be due whether or not the project proceeds beyond the preliminary services;
·
if we are not appointed to perform further services, a premium payment of $ …, which incorporates the
licence fee for the copy and use of our design, shall become payable whether or not the design is adopted
as the basis for the project.
It is a condition of this offer that the Client Architect Agreement is also the basis for any further services required
for the project. Fees for further work will be based on a percentage of the construction cost.
If these terms are acceptable, please sign the enclosed copy of this letter and return it to us. We shall then be in a
position to start work. We are looking forward to working with you on this project.
Yours sincerely
The Architect
I/We confirm that [the Architect] is to proceed with the preliminary services as set out above.
[signed]
Signature of Client. [date]

FORM
2.1.2 WORKING AT RISK

Indicative specimen letter - version for a contractor/developer client
Italicised entries are project specific hypothetical example texts
Text in square brackets [….] (whether or not italicised) are generally alternatives for selection.
Dear M
New Project
We write to confirm that you have asked us to join your team preparing a tender submission for this design and build project and
to confirm the terms of our appointment.
For mutual protection and to ensure clarity, ethical and professional codes that apply to architects prevent us from
undertaking work without a written agreement as to the service offered and the fees to be charged. This letter
provides a basis to comply with these requirements to cover the period until a more formal and explicit contract, as
referred-to below, can be executed.
You have provided an outline of your requirements and a copy of the tender documents and asked us to
1

carry out feasibility studies for the project in particular to identify solutions (a) suitable for a development adjoining the
conservation area and (b) which will minimise energy usage; and subsequently

2

to develop the preferred solution sufficient for the purposes of the tender submission.

For the above services to be provided effectively, you have agreed we shall act as lead designer and you will obtain structural
and building services designs and cost advice to assist us. We understand that a measured survey of the site, the existing services and the
ground conditions [is available] [will be made available]
Performance of our services will be carried out [for a lump sum fee of $…. ] [on a time charge basis]. If other preliminary
services are required these will be charged [additionally] on a time basis. Time based services are charged at the
following rates:
Principal $ … per hour

Senior Architect $… per hour

[etc.]

These preliminary charges include for out of pocket expenses but exclude special presentation material and any
disbursements made on your behalf. An invoice will be submitted on completion of our preliminary services. GST
[is] [is not] chargeable on the net value of our fees and expenses.
We will perform the preliminary services in accordance with the Client Architect Agreement a copy of which is
enclosed, subject to the following:
·
… % of our fees will become payable on the date set for the tender submission;
·
the remaining … % will become payable on acceptance by the building owner of the submission;
·
additional fees shall be paid for any services provided after submission and prior to further appointment;
·
fees shall be due whether or not the project proceeds;
·
if we are not appointed to perform further services, a premium payment of £ …, which incorporates the
licence fee for the copy and use of our design, shall become payable whether or not the design is adopted
as the basis for the project.
It is a condition of this offer that the Client Architect Agreement is also the basis for the further services required to
complete the project for which our further fees will amount in total to W% of the Construction Cost.
Additionally, out of pocket expenses, including printing, reproduction and travelling costs will be charged [at net cost
plus .. % handling charge] [by the addition of .. % to of the gross fees payable]. Special presentation material and any
disbursements made on your behalf will be charged at net cost plus .. %.

FORM
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If these terms are acceptable, please sign the enclosed copy of this letter and return it to us. We shall then be in a
position to start work. We are looking forward to working with you on this project.
Yours sincerely
The Architect
I/We confirm that [the Architect] is to proceed with the preliminary services as set out above.
[signed] Signature for Contractor Client [date]

FORM
2.4.1 LIST OF CONSULTANTS
LIST OF CONSULTANTS

LIST OF CONSULTANTS
Name & Address of Consultant

Tel:
Fax:

Description of Applicable Service

Basis of Assessment

Entered by:
Date

FORM
2.4.2 LIST OF CONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS
LIST OF CONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS

LIST OF CONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS
Name & Address of Contractor

Tel:
Fax:

Description of Applicable Service

Basis of Assessment

Entered by:
Date

FORM
2.4.3 CONSULTANT ASSESSMENT RECORD

CONSULTANT ASSESSMENT RECORD
CLIENT NOMINATED

CONSULTANTS NAME

YES/NO
PROJECT

PROJECT ARCHITECT
POOR

AVER.

GOOD

The pre-contract performance of the consultant was

The Practice’s relationship with the consultant was

The standard of information provided by the consultant
was

Consultants resources were

Adherence to the pre-contract programme was

Post contract supply of information was

General Comments

Signed

Date

V GOOD

FORM
2.4.4 CONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER ASSESSMENT RECORD

CONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER ASSESSMENT RECORD
CLIENT NOMINATED

CONTRACTOR’S/SUPPLIER’S NAME

YES/NO
PROJECT

PROJECT ARCHITECT
POOR

AVER.

GOOD

The contractor’s/supplier’s site organisation and
management was
The Practice’s relationship with the contractor’s/supplier’s
management was

The standard of workmanship was

Their ability to control their subcontractors was

The contractor’s/ supplier’s ability to prepare, monitor and
adhere to programme was
Were their resources satisfactory

labour
materials
plant

How well did the contractor/supplier fulfil their
responsibilities in relation to Health and Safety and CDM?
The contractor’s/ supplier’s approach to making good
defects was

The contractor’s/ supplier’s overall performance was

General Comments

Signed

Date

V GOOD

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN

QUALITY PLAN
FOR
………………………………..
…………………………………

CLIENT
………………………………..

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
Short Form Quality Plan (SFQP) – for use on qualifying projects only.
Project:
Client:

No.: …………..
Status: ………

Date:
By:

ITEM
Client requirements/instructions:

PEOPLE INVOLVED

DATES
received/
Confirmed:

Scope of work:

Refs to other docs:
Appointment:
Programme:
Correspondence:
…..
…..
Staffing:
Tasks (including checking as appropriate)
1
2
3
4
5
6
…..
Design, progress or any other reviews/audits required for
project:
1
2
3
4
……

Application of procedures/protocols:
This plan presumes the application of normal office procedures at an appropriate
degree of rigor to suit the commission:
Variances from above statement:

1
2
3
4
Key decisions/changes

1
2
3
4
5
6
….
1
2
3
4
….

1
2
3
4
….

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
Project Quality Plan

PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
FOR

CLIENT

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
PROJECT PARTICULARS

PROJECT NAME

PROJECT NO

CLIENT

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NO

FAX NO

EMAIL

CONTACTS

POSITION/
RESPONSIBILITY

TELEPHONE NO

MOBILE NO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Details of the commission
Enter details of the commission referring to the agreed brief and any correspondence or
other files as necessary such as design review regime.

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
CONSULTANTS
1
DISCIPLINE

PRACTICE NAME

ADDRESS

Email
Web
Tel

CONTACTS

POSITION/
RESPONSIBILITY

Tel
Mob

Email

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Details of the consultant’s commission particularly level of service and its relationship to your own

.

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
CONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS
1
DESCRIPTION

NAME

ADDRESS

Email
Web
Tel

CONTACTS

POSITION/
RESPONSIBILITY

Tel
Mob

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Details of the contract and scope of works/supply

Email

COMMISSION/PROGRAMME Procurement method: …………………………………………….

WORK STAGE
PRE CONSTRUCTION
A:

Appraisal

B: Developed Brief
C: Concept
D: Design Development
E: Technical Design
F: Production Information
F1 for construction
F2 further as req.

G: Tender Documentation
H: Tender Action
USE
J:

Mobilisation

K: to Practical Completion
L: Post Practical
Completion
L1 final inspections and
admin
L2 assisted occupation
L3 performance in use
Other Services

DESIGN AND OTHER
REVIEWS (type/scope/date)

START (dates)
PLANNED/ACHIEVED

COMPLETE (dates)
PLANNED/ACHIEVED

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
/PQP/Prog
INITIALS
(inc. client approval
as nec)

COMMENTS

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN

DESIGN REVIEW REPORT
Undertaken by:

Present::

Date:
Stage:

DESCRIPTION

Yes/
No

ACTION

ACTION BY

ACTION
COMPLETE

Have all the points on the
design issues on the
Project Responsibilities
Check List been
addressed?
Have all statutory and
regulatory requirements
been included?

Are the project timescales
being achieved?

Have there been any
changes to client
requirements? If yes
record on record of
amendment sheet.

Have the changes above
been approved in writing?

Additional Comments

Issue : month/year

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
RECORD OF AMENDMENTS TO BRIEF/SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS
DATE

Issue : month/year

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT and ACTIONS

ACTION
DATE

INITIALS

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY PLAN
SHEDULE/RECORD OF SIGNIFICANT MEETINGS AND EVENTS
DATE

LOCATION

Issue : month/year

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MEETING/EVENT

INITIALS

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES CHECK LIST
DOCUMENT REFERENCES
AND LOCATIONS

……..

…….
………………

……..
………………

……..
………………

……..
………………

………………

Ref

WHAT
V

Principal

WHO >

Delete-from / Add-to list as appropriate to project
A

A Appraisal
Identification of client’s needs and objectives, business
case and possible constraints on development.
Preparation of feasibility studies and assessment of
options to enable the client to decide whether to proceed.

A1

Scheme administration –formalise commission

A2

Prepare Preliminary programme

A3

Collect data supplied by owner/client

A4

Undertake consultation with authorities

A5

Propose/undertake surveys (list)

surveys

A6

Check economic viability

BCIS

A7

Check position wrt scheme finance availability

A8

Undertake assessment of procurement methods

Procurement

A90

Consider/propose possible consultants

consultant track record

A10

Prepare Inception briefing report

Issue : month/year

Commission/
appointment contract
programme

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

B1

Administration

B2

Undertake surveys (list)

B3

Collect further data supplied by owner/client

B4

Check availability of services

B5

Authorities: consultations with (list)

B6

Undertake strategic design review

B7

Prepare Feasibility briefing report(s)

Surveys

…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………

Issue : month/year

……..

…….
………………

……..
………………

……..
………………

Development of initial statement of requirements into the
Developed Brief by or on behalf of the client confirming
key requirements and constraints. Identification of
procurement method, procedures, organisational
structure and range of consultants and others to be
engaged for the project

……..
………………

B Developed Brief

Principal

B

………………

………………………………………..

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN

Administration

C2
C3

Undertake materials research and prepare outline
specification statements
Prepare initial architectural design

C4

Prepare/procure structural design to respond to above

C5

Prepare/procure services design to respond to above

C6
C7

Prepare/procure initial landscape and external works
proposals
Consider access & transportation Issues

C8

Consider fire Engineering Issues

C9

Prepare/procure cost plan

C10

Undertake co-ordination and checking

C11

Undertake design review

C12

Prepare outline scheme report

C13

Obtain owner/client approval

C14

Prepare/submit application for outline planning
permission
……………………………………………..

Issue : month/year

…..

….
…………………

…..
…………………

Review of procurement route

C1

…..
…………………

Preparation of concept design including outline proposals
for structural and building services systems, outline
specifications and preliminary cost plan.

Principal

Implementation of Developed Brief and preparation of
additional data.

…..
…………………

C Concept

…………………

C

BCIS
Design review

planning

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

Administration

D2

Prepare Architectural design

D3

Prepare/procure Structural design

D4

Prepare/procure Services design

D5

Prepare/procure Landscape design

D6

Prepare/procure Interior design

D7

Prepare/procure Fire engineering data

D7

Prepare/procure Cost plan

D8

Undertake co-ordination and checking

D9
D10

Undertake Design review (including health and safety
aspects of design)
Prepare Scheme design report

D11

Pursue approvals (list)

moved to suit project requirements

BCIS

checking
H&S

……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

Issue : month/year

The activities in italics may be

……..

…….
………………

……..
………………

Application for detailed planning permission

D1

……..
………………

Completion of final Brief.

……..
………………

Development of concept design to include structural and
building services systems, updated outline specifications
and cost plan.

………………

D Design Development

Principal

D

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
……………………………………………..

E1

Administration

E2

Pursue Planning and building regulations

E3

Collect further data supplied by owner/client

E4

Prepare Architectural design

E5

Prepare/procure Structural design

E6

Prepare/procure Landscape design

E7

Prepare/procure Services design

E8

Prepare/procure Interior design

Make preliminary arrangements for contract
management
E10 Undertake/procure cost checking function

………..

……….
……………

………..
……………

………..
……………

Preparation of technical design(s) and specifications,
sufficient to co-ordinate components and elements of the
project and information for statutory standards.

………..
……………

E Technical Design

Principal

E

……………

…………………………………………………..

E9

E11

Undertake technical reviews

E12

Undertake co-ordination and checking

E13

Pursue/finalise approvals (list)

E14

Prepare and make Presentations

BCIS

……………………………………………..

Issue : month/year

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
……………………………………………..

F1

Administration

F2

Prepare Contract documentation and tender information

F3

F8

Prepare/procure preparation of Bills of quantities,
schedules of rates or other pricing information
Prepare Architectural - project information
(drawings/specifications)
Prepare/procure Structural engineering - project
information (drawings/specifications)
Prepare/procure Landscaping - project information
(drawings/specifications)
Prepare/procure Services engineering - project
information (drawings/specifications)
Undertake Co-ordination and checking

F9

Finalise outstanding approvals (list)

F10

Project information appraisal

F4
F5
F6
F7

moved to suit project requirements

CPIC

……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

Issue : month/year

The activities in italics may be

…..

….
…………………

Preparation of further information for construction
required under the building contract. Review of
information provided by specialists

…..
…………………

F2

Preparation of detailed information for
construction.
Application for statutory approvals.

…..
…………………

F1

…..
…………………

F Production Information

Principal

F

…………………

……………………………………….

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY

G1

Prepare Architectural - tender documentation

G2

G4

Prepare/procure Structural engineering - tender
documentation
Prepare/procure Services engineering - tender
documentation
Prepare tender lists - main contract

G5

Consider demolition and/or enabling works contracts

G3

The activities in italics may be

………..

……….
……………

………..
……………

………..
……………

Preparation and/or collation of tender documentation in
sufficient detail to enable a tender or tenders to be
obtained for the project

………..
……………

G Tender Documentation

Principal

G

……………

PLAN

moved to suit project requirements

……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

H1

Administration

H2

Convene pre-tender meetings

H3

Answer questions (from tenderers)

H4

Apply agree procedure for opening of tenders
……………………………………………..

Issue : month/year

FM/*

The activities in italics may be

…………..

………….
…………

…………..
…………

Obtaining and appraising tenders; submission of
recommendations to the client

…………..
…………

Identification and evaluation of potential contractors
and/or specialists for the project.

…………

H Tender action

Principal

H

…………..
…………

………………………………………….

moved to suit project requirements

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
……………………………………………..

K

K Construction to Practical Completion
Administration of the building contract to Practical
Completion
Provision to the contractor of further Information as and
when reasonably required.
Review of information provided by contractors and
specialists

K1

Issue all information/instructions

K2

K4

Where applicable provide information for health and
Safety file
Prepare/implement quality control regime including onsite observation/inspection
Prepare/implement Cost control regime

K5

Issue Certificates

K6

Conduct/attend meetings

K3

Issue : month/year

.

………….

Undertake briefings of key participants (consultants,
general contractors, specialist contractors etc)
…………………………………………..

…..

J3

….
…………………

Check any outstanding items related to the site

…..
…………………

J2

…..
…………………

Administration

………….
…………
.
………….
…………
.
………….
…………
.
………….
…………

Arranging site hand over to the contractor.

J1

…..
…………………

Issuing of information to the contractor.

…………

Letting the building contract, appointing the contractor.

…………………

J Mobilisation

Principal

J

Principal

…………………………………………..

CDM

FM/*

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
K7

Monitor progress and programme

K8

Respond to enquiries from client/users

K9

Respond to enquiries from construction team

K10

Attend design meetings

K11

Arrange completion/commissioning (tests etc)
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

L2

Issue certificates and final certificates

L3

Undertake site inspection/observation

L4

Prepare materiel for archive

L5

Collect/analyse/act on client feedback

L6
L7

Analyse/act on performance of completed works
(including aspects of construction related to design)
Analyse/act on Performance of project design team

L8

Analyse/act on Performance of construction team

Issue : month/year

FM/*

……..

Review of project performance in use

Administration

…….
………………

L3

L1

……..
………………

L2

Administration of the building contract after Practical
Completion and making final inspections.
Assisting building user during initial occupation
period

……..
………………

L1

……..
………………

L Post Practical Completion

Principal

L

………………

…………………………………………………

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN
L9

Analyse/act on contractual relationships

L10

Analyse/act on office costs

L11

Undertake continuing feedback (without prejudice)
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..

……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………
……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………
……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………

Issue : month/year

FM/*

………..

………………………………………………………

……….
……………

X2

………..
……………

……………………………………………..

………..
……………

X1

………..
……………

X Additional services not identified in the RIBA
Plan of Work or ‘Normal services’ in RIBA
appointment contract.

……………

X

Principal

………………………………………………………

FORM
3.1.1 PROJECT QUALITY
PLAN

Issue : month/year

FM/*

FORM
3.2.1 DESIGN REVIEW REPORT

DESIGN REVIEW REPORT
Undertaken by:

Present::

DESCRIPTION

Yes/
No

ACTION

Date:

ACTION BY

ACTION
COMPLETE

Have all the points on the
Design Check List been
addressed?

Have all statutory and
regulatory requirements
been included?

Are the project timescales
being achieved?

Have there been any
changes to client
requirements?

Have the changes above
been approved in writing?

Additional Comments

Issue : month/year

FM/*

FORM
3.6.1 CLIENT FEEDBACK SURVEY

CLIENT FEEDBACK SURVEY
PROJECT NAME
PROJECT LEADER

PROJECT NO:

Please rate the various services provided by the Practice by
ticking the appropriate boxes.

POOR

FAIR

GOOD

V GOOD

Adherence to the Brief
How well did the finished project satisfy the requirements of
your brief?
Quality of Services
How satisfied were you with the quality of the following
services provided by the Practice?
Design
Detailing and Workmanship
Contract Administration
Overall Management of the Scheme.
Progress and Expenditure
How well were you kept informed of the scheme’s progress
and expenditure?
Financial Control
Did the project expenditure meet the agreed cost targets and
spend profile?
Adherence to Programme
Were the various workstages completed within the agreed
timescales?
Responsiveness
How promptly were your enquiries and/or requests dealt
with?
Value for Money
How well did the service represent value for money?
Please add any general comments or suggestions to help us improve the quality of service we
provide in the future.

Signed:

Issue : month/year

Client

Date:

FM/*

FORM
3.6.2 DESIGN TEAM FEEDBACK

DESIGN TEAM FEEDBACK
PROJECT NAME:

PROJECT NO:

REPORT PREPARED BY:

DATE:

PRESENT:
ITEM

COMMENTS

Project Team Working
Communications, co-ordination,
support, etc. between team
members.
Communications
With Client, Contractor and others
outside the Design Team.
Design Progress and Design
Solution
Contract Issues
Contractor performance and
Contract management.
Project Cost Control
Did the project stay within cost
targets?
Programme
Was the project completed on
time?
Health and Safety
CDM and Health and Safety issues
in the Practice and on site.

IT Issues

Practice Cost Control
Compare fees with staff and other
costs
Any Other Business

Issue : month/year

FM/*

FORM
4.2.1 MEASURING EQUIPMENT LOG

MEASURING EQUIPMENT LOG
DESCRIPTION

Issue : month/year

SERIAL NO

FREQUENCY
OF CHECKS

DATE TO BE
CHECKED

FM/*

RESULTS OF CHECK

DATE OF
NEXT CHECK

FORM
4.5.1 EMPLOYEE’S INDUCTION CHECKLIST

The object of good training is to reduce initial anxiety and enable new employees to settle down into
the job more quickly. Induction training should be carried within a week of joining the practice.

NAME:

STARTING DATE

1

Obtain tax and Superannuation details

2

Provide written job description

3

Explain how and when salaries are paid

4

Explain hours of work and meal break arrangements

5

Explain overtime working arrangements

6

Explain company policy on timekeeping

7

Explain company policy in relation to clients

8

Explain holiday relation and qualifications

9

Explain system for notification of sickness

10

Explain company organisation – show organisation chart

11

Explain and show company quality policy statement

12

Explain company quality documentation system

13

Explain company health and safety procedure

14

Explain smoking regulations

15

Explain company car regulation

16

Explain system for mileage claims

17

Arrangements for claiming expenses

Company Representative:

Employees Signature
(I have received the above induction training)

Date:

Issue : month/year

Date:

FM/*

FORM
4.5.2 TRAINING EVALUATION RECORD

TRAINING EVALUATION RECORD
NAME

DATE OF TRAINING

COURSE

LOCATION

Was the course (tick as appropriate)

Too basic

Too advanced

About right

Were the course objectives achieved? (tick as appropriate)

Yes

Nearly

Some of the time

No

Was the course useful or likely to be useful to your job? (tick as appropriate)

Yes

Some of the time

Very nearly

No

Was the training well conducted, eg. good communication skills, course material, etc? (tick as
appropriate)
Very good

Good

Satisfactory

Signature (Employee)

Poor

Date

Has the employee gained tangible benefit from this course?

Yes

No

Comments

Signature

Issue : month/year

Date

FM/*

FORM
4.5.3 EMPLOYEE TRAINING RECORD

Training record

EMPLOYEE TRAINING RECORD
EMPLOYEE’S NAME:
DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING

Issue : month/year

JOB TITLE:
TRAINING
PROVIDER

DATE

EMPLOYEES
INITIALS

FM/*

